
Date: April 7, 2015 

Attendees: Jovin, Jeanne, Boyang, Yihao 

Agend: 

1. I don’t like the agenda. Why you structure it this way? Put aside a whole section for “X 

Factor” 

2. REALIS TODAY: The picture too small. Re-do the pictures and remove the empty space. We 

are showing the picture but we are not communicating. Tailor the pictures so that they 

appear even more ugly. We should mention this slide is to describe URA’s business 

problems. And also, tell the audience what is REALIS!! Don’t assume. Don’t go into details 

first.  

3. REALIS TODAY: Describe what is REALIS first. How old is REALIS? 10 years ago? For header 

section, the contrast is not good. They are too light.  

4. Example flow: Client is XXX, the business problems they face are XXX, XXX, XXX. Pain a whole 

picture or overview first.  

5. Some Mistakes: 1) Use fewer slides rather than more slides, and every slide must have a 

message, 2) Grab audience’s attention in 10-15 minutes, 3) Instead of telling the forest, you 

zoom into details (trees), 4) When presenting, present in a punchy way with variation in your 

voice 

6. TYPICAL DURATION: What is this slide talking about? “Tedious and manual process”. Be 

straight forward. We can put this as a key business problem (on previous slide). Then put a 

header to let audience know that you are talking about a particular business problem. Also, 

what’s the big deal about 3 hours? Say something like: “What if I can finish this in 10 

minutes?” Spelling error.  

7. IMPROVED DURATION: It is not clear that we are talking about our solution.  

8. Big problem: Lump so much content into the same portion, use the same header.  

 

9. Technical Complexity: Too much empty space!!! Flash out the complex parts. Grab 

attention! 

 

 

10. User Tests: No overview!!! What we cover: we did XXX tests. What’s the difference btw UAT 

1, UAT 2, etc. 

11. User Tests: Colour coding. Feedback point to feedback, Usability point to usability. The table 

in between is distracting. Also don’t know which row is for which UAT.   

12. Changes Made: Neater. Before flies in. After flies in. Show the changes bit by bit. 

13. PROJECT MANAGEMENT: Before this, overview. E.g. “1. Scope Evolution”.  

- Scope Evolution 

- Timeline 

- Schedule 

14. Scope Evolution: For this part, what have we gone through and changes made.  Colour 

coding to match primary, secondary and tertiary.  

15. Timeline: Timeline not nice. Colour coding will help.  



16. Schedule: Explain why there is a delay. How we mitigate the risks.  

 

17. Solution: Show the solution at the beginning!!! X Factor after the demo.  

 

- Intro (Starter) 

- Big Business Problem 

- Proposed Solution (Entre?) 

- Demo (15) 

- X Factor (5) 

- Dessert… all the PM etc etc etc 

 

 


